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Abstract—In this letter, we propose a rotationally 

reconfigurable single-element prism that is compatible with the 

typical Risley prism antenna system. It consists of a pair of 

rotating decentered phase plates operating at 30 GHz. The 

equivalent prism angle can be continuously changed between 0 

and 14 degrees by simply rotating these two phase plates. An 

all-dielectric low-cost prototype has been designed, fabricated, 

and measured, which demonstrates the peak realized gain of ~21 

dBi can be achieved with a gain variation less than 0.9dB within 

the reconfigurable angle range of 0 to 14 degree. Besides, the 

combination of phase distribution of two rotating phase plates can 

be used as a new mechanism avoiding using first-order paraxial 

approximation to realize 2D beam scanning. 

 
Index Terms—Mechanical beam scanning, phase gradient plate, 

reconfigurable prism antenna, Risley prism antenna. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

imple and low-cost beam-scanning antennas have received 

much research attention in the next generation (beyond 

5G/6G) wireless communication applications for flexible 

coverage[1]. Generally, based on the antenna control system, 

beam scanning antennas can be divided into two categories, 

namely electronically scanning antenna (ESA) and 

mechanically scanning antenna (MSA). Although the steered 

beams can be quickly obtained, the ESA requires many active 

elements such as switch and phase shifter to achieve the 

electronically scanning [2], which makes the ESA complex and 

expensive, particularly in millimeter wave bands. From this 

perspective, the MSA provides a relatively inexpensive and low 

complexity alternative solution in some application. Among the 

MSA, a popular configuration uses Risley prism antenna 

[3]-[10] with a pair of rotating linear phase gradient (LPG) 

plate to realize desired elevation and azimuth angles 𝜃  and 𝜙 

within the conical beam scan range, as shown in Fig. 1(a). 
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Fig. 1. (a) The typical Risley prism antenna system with a pair of rotating 

linear phase gradient plate. The white arrow represents the direction of 
linear phase gradient (b) Schematic diagram of proposed rotationally 

reconfigurable single-element prism. Different prism angles can be 

realized by rotating a pair of decentered phase plate.  

The maximum apex angle range of conical beam scan range is  

2 , and directly determined by the prism angle (  ). The 

relationship between prism angle and the phase gradient of 

phase plate ( /P pG d dx= ) at deigned wavelength (  ) can be 

written as [11]. 

                                  arcsin( / 2 )PG  =                             (1) 

Although different approaches using phase shift surface 

[3][4][6] and dielectric plates [9] to achieve Risley prism 

antenna at different operating frequencies, to the best of our 

knowledge, little attention is focused on exploring rotationally 

reconfigurable prism or phase plate for further enhancing 

scanning flexibility of Risley prism antenna. The mechanism of 

beam scanning in previous studies is the same, and based on the 

first-order paraxial approximation [6, eq. (1)– (7)]. Besides, an 

important prerequisite for designing the LPG plate in these 

studies is that the prism angle and rotational speed of two 

corresponding prisms are the same. It greatly limits the 

scanning flexibility of the Risley prism antenna. In fact, by 

using prisms with different prism angles at different rotational 

speed (𝜔), the interesting scan paths or scan patterns can be 

produced as shown in Fig.2. The similar conclusion can be 

found in [12]. On the one hand, the rich set of generated scan 

patterns could provide a shortest path to achieve the required 

scanning angle, which enhances the agility of system. On the 

other hand, according to specific requirements such as the 
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Fig. 2. The set of generated scan patterns by using prisms with different prism 

angles at different rotational speed. (a) 𝑀 = 1, 𝑁 = 1. (b) 𝑀 = 1, 𝑁 =
2 .(c)  𝑀 = 1, 𝑁 = 6 .(d)  𝑀 = 0.5, 𝑁 = 4 .(e) 𝑀 = 1.5, 𝑁 = 4 .(f)  𝑀 =
5, 𝑁 = 4. Noted that the ratio of prism angle for two prisms is  𝑀 =
 𝛿/𝛿′, and the ratio of rotational speed for two prisms is  𝑁 = 𝜔/𝜔′. 

population density on the street, the radiated beam could be 

simply adjusted to cover specific areas for power saving, which 

further improves the usability of the system to different 

wireless application scenarios at a low-cost. Therefore, to 

realize a more powerful Risley prism antenna system, a 

single-element prism with rotationally reconfigurable function 

is particularly important and necessary. 

In this letter, a rotationally reconfigurable single-element 

prism that is compatible with the typical Risley prism antenna 

system is proposed, which consists of a pair of rotating 

decentered phase plates at deigned frequency of 30 GHz. The 

equivalent prism angle can be continuously changed by simply 

rotating these two decentered phase plates, as shown in Fig.1(b). 

In other words, different combinations of these two decentered 

lenses can be regarded as different equivalent prisms. Besides, 

the combination of phase distribution of two rotating phase 

plates can be used as a new mechanism avoiding using the 

first-order paraxial approximation to realize 2D beam scanning, 

providing a potential mechanism for beam scanning antenna 

systems. 

II. RECONFIGURABLE SINGLE-ELEMENT PRISM DESIGN   

A. The Phase Function of Rotating decentered phase plate 

As is well known, the beam deflection in a specific direction 

like a prism can be achieved by the lateral shift of two refractive 

lenses elements with respect to each other in Galilean afocal 

lens pair system [13, 14], as shown in Fig.3(a). In this lens pair, 

diverging lens has negative optical power, while converging 

lens has positive optical power. The schematic of 

corresponding phase distribution for these two lenses is shown 

 

Fig. 3. (a) The beam deflection in a specific direction like a prism using 

Galilean afocal lens pair system with opposite optical powers. (b) 

Schematic of phase distribution for the lens pair with opposite optical 
powers. Left: diverging lens; Right: converging lens. (c) Schematic of the 

corresponding decentered phase distribution. 

respectively in Fig.3(b). However, the characteristics of lateral 

offset determines that it is not compatible with typical Risley 

prism antenna using rotation operation. In order to solve this 

problem, two decentered phase plates can be utilized to change 

the lateral shift operation into mutual rotation operation. The 

corresponding decentered phase distribution for the lens pair 

with opposite optical powers is illustrated in Fig.3(c).  

For a general case, the phase plate 1 is rotated around the 

central axis by an angle of 𝜃𝑟/2 in a counterclockwise direction, 

and the phase plate 2 is rotated around the central axis by an 

angle of −𝜃𝑟/2 in a clockwise direction. The general form of 

phase function of decentered phase plate 1 and 2 in cartesian 

coordinate system is respectively defined by the following 

equation.  

( )( ) ( )( )
2 2

1, /2 cos / 2 sin / 2
r r r

h

P x d y d
f




 


 = − + + −
 

(2) 

( )( ) ( )( )
2 2

2, /2 cos / 2 sin / 2
r r r

h

P x d y d
f




 


−

 = − − + + −
 

(3) 

where d is the offset distance.  is the wavelength.
hf is the 

hypothetical focal length.  

Then, the combination of phase function of two decentered 

phase plates can be written as  

( )1, /2 2, /2 4 / cos( / 2)
r rcom h rP P P d f x    −= + = −      (4) 

From Eq. (4), it is obvious that the combined phase changes 

linearly in x-direction when the mutual rotation angle r is 

given. The corresponding phase gradient is then given by 

( )/ 4 / cos( / 2)p h rd dx d f   = −                      (5) 

 According to Eq. (1), the prism angle is then determined as 

follows 

 arcsin 2 / cos( / 2)h rd f = −                          (6) 

From Eq. (6), we can know that the prism angle changes 

continuously with the rotation angle. In other words, the two 

decentered phase plates can be rotated with respect to each 

other to achieve a reconfigurable prism.  

Fig.4 illustrates the several examples for different phase 

combinations of two decentered phase plates with different 

rotation angle. In our case, the designed frequency is 30GHz, 

the diameter of phase plate is 𝐷 = 96 mm  and the offset 

distance is 𝑑 = 20 mm. Considering designed equivalent 
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Fig. 4. Different combinations of phase distribution of two decentered phase 

plates operating at 30GHz with different rotation angle (𝜃𝑟1 = 𝜃𝑟/2 and 

𝜃𝑟2 = −𝜃𝑟/2 ). (a) 𝜃𝑟1 = 00, 𝜃𝑟2 = 00 . (b) 𝜃𝑟1 = 300, 𝜃𝑟2 = −300 .(c) 

𝜃𝑟1 = 600, 𝜃𝑟2 = −600. (d) 𝜃𝑟1 = 900, 𝜃𝑟2 = −900.  

prism angle is about 15 deg, the hypothetical focal length 𝑓ℎ is 

set to 157.1 mm. The corresponding phase distribution of two 

decentered phase plates can be calculated by Eq. (2) and (3) 

with 0r =  respectively. The gird size is 3 mm. The maximum 

prism angle of ~150 can be obtained when the mutual rotation 

angle is 𝜃𝑟 = 00. For the mutual rotation angles of 𝜃𝑟 = 600 

and 1200 , the combined phase can still maintain a linear 

distribution with different phase gradient in the direction 

indicated by the white arrow, which also means the 

corresponding prism angles change with the rotation angle. For 

a mutual rotation angle of 𝜃𝑟 = 1800, the phase distributions of 

two decentered phase plates are in the complementary position. 

The combined phase is zero, which indicates the corresponding 

prism angle is zero. 

B. Verification of Reconfigurable Single-element Prism 

To validate the performance of proposed rotationally 

reconfigurable prism concept, the specific phase distribution of 

two decentered phase plates mentioned in Section II. A is 

realized by utilizing the different heights of the dielectric 

material [15]. Fig.5(a) shows schematic of experimental setup 

for verification of reconfigurable prism concept. It consists of  

 

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of experimental setup for verification of reconfigurable 

prism concept. (b) The prototype of the proposed decentered phase plate 

and plano-convex hyperbolic lens with PLA plastic material. 

four main parts, decentered phase plate 1 and 2, classic 

plano-convex lens [16] with diameter of 96 mm and focal 

length (f) of 56 mm and Ka-band waveguide. Here, polylactic 

acid (PLA) plastic material is utilized to construct the prototype 

of the proposed decentered phase plate and plano-convex 

hyperbolic lens by using 3D printing, as shown in Fig.5(b). The 

PLA has a relative dielectric constant of ~2.75. Like Risley 

prism antenna, the lens is used to convert a spherical wave into 

a plane wave. After the plane wave passes through two phase 

plates, the emerging wavefront gets tilted at a certain angle. 

Due to page length limit, Fig.6 only shows four examples of 

the radiation performance of reconfigurable prism concept 

operating at 30 GHz with two decentered phase plates at 

different rotation angle. The rotation axis of these two phase 

plates is aligned to z-direction. The phase plate 1 is rotated by 

an angle of 𝜃𝑟1  in a counterclockwise direction, and the phase 

plate 2 is rotated by an angle of 𝜃𝑟2 in a clockwise direction. 

The Ka-band waveguide is utilized as feeding antenna with 

linear polarization in y-direction. From simulated 3-D radiation 

patterns generated by using full-wave simulation in CST 

Microwave Studio, it can be seen intuitively that the radiation 

beams deflect when two decentered phase plates have different 

mutual rotation angles. The corresponding simulated and 

measured radiation patterns for the E-plane (yoz plane) are also 

given respectively in Fig.6, in which a good agreement could be 

found. The average measured realized gain of proposed prism 

antenna is about 20.5 dBi, which is much higher than the feed 

itself. Overall, the measured realized gain values are very close 

to the simulation results, indicating the good gain stability of 

proposed prism antenna with less than ~0.9dB. It demonstrates 

the high realized gain can be achieved owing to the good phase  

transformation function of two rotating phase plates. Moreover, 

by rotating these two phase plates along the opposite direction 

with the same angle, the beam radiation beams deflect in 

y-direction, which acts like a prism. The measured deflection 

angles of beam are14.10, 12.90 , 8.40and  00 respectively in 

Fig.6 (a)-(d). Table I shows comparison of deflection angles or 

equivalent prism angle calculated by Eq. (6) and the 

measurement. Although the small differences between 

measurement and theoretical results occur, the overall variation 

trend of the measured deflection angles is consistent with the 
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Fig. 6. The radiation performance of reconfigurable prism concept operating 

at 30GHz with two decentered phase plates at different rotation angle. 

(a)𝜃𝑟1 = 00, 𝜃𝑟2 = 00 . (b) 𝜃𝑟1 = 300, 𝜃𝑟2 = −300 .(c) 𝜃𝑟1 = 600, 𝜃𝑟2 =
−600. (d) 𝜃𝑟1 = 900, 𝜃𝑟2 = −900.  

TABLE I 
EQUIVALENT PRISM ANGLE AND REALIZED GAIN COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 

THEORETICAL CALCULATION AND THE MEASUREMENT 

Rotation 

angle  
Prism angle (deg) Realized gain (dBi) 

(𝜃𝑟1, 𝜃𝑟2) Theoretical  Simulated Measured Simulated Measured 

(0 , 0) 14.8 14 14.1 22.2 21.0 

(30, -30) 12.7 12 12.9 21.3 20.3 

(60, -60) 7.3 7 8.4 21.2 20.1 

(90, -90) 0 0 0 21.6 20.5 

 

trend of the theoretical one. Ideally, the decentered phase plates 

are illuminated by an ideal plane wave generated by the 

plano-convex hyperbolic lens. But this ideal condition is very 

 

 

Fig. 7. The simulated 3-D radiation patterns of reconfigurable prism concept 

operating at 30GHz by rotating two phase plates along the same direction 

with the same angle (a)𝜃𝑟1 =  𝜃𝑟2 = 00 .(b) 𝜃𝑟1 = 𝜃𝑟2 = 600 .(c) 𝜃𝑟1 =
 𝜃𝑟2 = 1200 .(d) 𝜃𝑟1 =  𝜃𝑟2 = 1800. (c) 𝜃𝑟1 =  𝜃𝑟2 = 2400 . (c) 𝜃𝑟1 =
 𝜃𝑟2 = 3000. 

difficult to be realized. Besides, the uncertainties of 

measurement and fabrication errors also affect the measured 

angles. 

C. Discussion 

Because the desired phase distribution of two phase plates is 

achieved by changing the height of the dielectric material (PLA) 

in our case, an obvious disadvantage is that the phase plate is 

too thick. Like dielectric Fresnel lens antenna [17], the 

thickness of phase plates can be further reduced by the modulo 

2π operation. Moreover, other techniques such as metasurface 

[18] and transmitarray[19, 20] can be also applied to achieve 

thinner phase plates. However, this letter mainly focuses on the 

verification of reconfigurable mechanism of prism, instead of 

theses fabrication techniques. Besides, in addition to being 

compatible with the Risley prism antenna system to enhance 

the scanning flexibility, the proposed reconfigurable prism 

concept can be also used alone to realize 2-D beam scanning. 

By rotating these two phase plates along the same direction 

with the same angle, the 2-D beam scanning can be achieved as 

shown in Fig.7. 

III. CONCLUSIONS  

In this letter, a rotationally reconfigurable single-element 

prism that is compatible with the typical Risley prism antenna 

system is validated conceptually and experimentally. It consists 

of a pair of rotating decentered phase plates operating at 30GHz. 

The equivalent prism angle can be continuously changed 

between 0 and 14 degrees by simply rotating these two 

decentered phase plates. A prototype, based on the different 

heights of the dielectric material, has been designed, fabricated, 

and measured, which demonstrates the peak realized gain of 

~21 dBi can be obtained with a gain variation less than 0.9-dB 

within the reconfigurable angle range of 0 to 14 degree. Besides, 

the combination of phase distribution of two rotating phase 

plates can be used as a new mechanism to realize 2D beam 

scanning, which provides a potential and simple mechanism for 

beam scanning antenna systems. 
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